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Sunshine sure did turn on for a
successful 131st Kangaroo Valley Show,
the 60th anniversary of Showtime in our
Showgrounds. In the earlier years, it
took place on land behind Keith and Fay
Nelson's property.
What a cracker of a Show it was! Crowds
came in record breaking numbers from
regions near and far. From the moment the
gates opened the Show brought our
community into life, colour and action.
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Our champion exhibits, popular events and
great entertainment make our show a stand
-out on the show circuit. Everywhere was
abuzz with excitement, anticipation &
celebration.
Our Showground looked pristine thanks to
the preparation given by so many
hardworking volunteers. Our livestock,
cattle and horses all made prize-worthy by
the bright morning sun striking and
straddling and soaking their polished coats.
The temperature soon rose and soared and
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Page 26
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the summer sun scorched and seared our
Aussie skin, but we loved it. We were out
revelling, sweltering, competing and cheering
in it and celebrating the extraordinary talents,
skills and professions of our community. Our
diverse agricultural strengths were
showcased throughout the sun-soaked
sensational two days, filled with family fun
and traditional country highlights.
Continued on page 2
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Showtime at the KV Showground
The competition heated up when Noah's Pig
Racing brought home the bacon with every
Calcutta. There was more squealing and
grunting from the crowd than the eight little
four-legged thirsty competitors. Who'd have
thought a little pork in a jacket could create
such a racket?
The Outback Stockman, what a showman!
Large crowds were drawn to his entourage
of trick animals. Jigsaw the bullock, Ernie
the horse and his dogs, ponies, goats and
sheep endeared the crowd with their clever
and humorous antics. Jigsaw took "bull" at
the bar to a whole new level when he
stopped in at the Friendly Inn on Friday to
meet the locals. Saddled with rider he
weighs a whopping 1,140kg. A mighty thirst
to quench.
Our young locals attended every fun-filled
event with keen enthusiasm. Bike races, pet
show, dog obstacle course and talent quest
drew record entries. Our show enriches the
lives of everyone present, especially
children, creating fond and lifelong
memories to be shared amongst the future
generations of our community.
Friday night at the bar was alive with great
music from the band and a thirsty
community gathered to celebrate our
Friendly Show.
The wood chop competition, a prestigious
agricultural highlight, had record entries. As

the crowd watched on in awe at the mighty
muscle power of the axemen, champions
were cut, carved, chiselled and chopped with
every strike and split.
The Iron Person Comp is our very own; you
won't find it at any other show. Every age
category entry broke record numbers,
especially the junior girls. Those little
munchkins took to the course on rocket fuel.
The selection of Show fare was extensive and
varied with every palate catered for. Our own
talented and highly regarded local chef
provided a delicious and mouth-watering
menu of tasty, fresh and seasonal dishes in
our hall. Our other popular local chefs
presented a great variety of freshly prepared
Asian dishes.
The grand finale, the Rodeo, had the bull
bursting and barging from its barricade.
Riders gripped and grappled to stay on to
claim their prize. It's a funny statement from
the Ringmaster: "The Rodeo wouldn't happen
without a clown, a clown can save a rider's
life”.
Our show couldn't survive without this
community's generous and hard working
team of volunteers. It happens because of
them and their commitment and passion to
see that an historical and traditional country
event lives on. Become a volunteer; we need
you and you might just enjoy the experience.
Maree Whitton
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Kangaroo Valley Show - celebrating 60 years
Our page 3 boys!

More show photos on pages 8, 9, 10, 20, 21, and 40
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Your
Voice ...
To the Editor,
After reading the Kangaroo Valley voice cover
to cover I was inspired to write and thank all
those who take the time to contribute to the
magazine. I love the variety of viewpoints and
that the topics capture the passion of the
author for the topic. I particularly enjoy Mark
McLennan's gardening tips, as good as any
professional magazine article with the bonus
of being matched to KV conditions ( ahh the
disappointment of those mildews).
I love the views of young people from Ellie
Williams and Sophie McGregor.
It also a delight to read Rosemary Stanton's
practical and well informed advice.
Environmental issues and
community supports and services are well
represented, and it provides our goto
business directory. I love the profiles of
community members too.
It is great to be part of such a
connected community where people are so
willing to share.
Thank you again to the authors and those
behind the scenes who provide this great
community service, it is really appreciated.
Lauren Murray
Upper Kangaroo River
2 Margaret Crescent
Lugarno NSW 2210
Dear Editor,
The first time we saw Kangaroo Valley was a
wild wet rainy day in 1981. It was love at first
sight. This year it is 50 years since we arrived
as 10 Pound Poms from England on February
14 1966.
Not permanent residents of the valley we
have always treasured our time in the little
cottage we built in the Village.
Thank you to the Valley residents for allowing
us to share your Valley and can we call it ours
too?
I write simple poems for friends' Birthday
cards and would like to share with you my
thoughts of Kangaroo Valley.
Regards Albert E Clay.
133 Moss Vale Road
Kangaroo Valley

WANTED
Volunteers to mind reception at
Pioneer Village Museum
from 10am to 4pm, or from 10am to 1pm,
or from 1pm to 4pm,
once a month, or more often if
you are available.
If you can help, or for more information,
please contact
Robin Wolstenholme on 0421 930 214

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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All letters must be signed by the writer and give both business and home phone
numbers so letters can be verified if necessary.
The writer’s name will be published with the letter.
Mail to: The Voice, c/o Post Office, Kangaroo Valley. 2577
Or email:
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Vox Pops

with Chris Pryor

Q: What brought you to the KV Show this year? What are the highlights for
you? What improvement or innovation would you like to see for next time?

John Wright, KV
I come to the show to socialise with
friends. I’d like to see fun events such as
the Iron Person and Hay Rolling in the
evening and the rodeo moved to the
afternoon.

Kate Hole, KV
I come to support the community. The
show’s good for kids – mine are 3½ and
one year old – but I’d like some more
things for small children. I came to watch
my partner, Michael, in the Hay Rolling. I
enjoy the Iron person and Talent Quest.
There needs to be shade trees and
awnings: there’s nowhere to retreat to
with small kids where you can still watch
the events.

Victoria Levey, KV
I really enjoy the sense of community
and the simple pleasures on display, like
the cattle judging. I like the simplicity
and the unsophisticated nature of the
show: it’s one of the privileges of
country life which I think city kids miss
out on. I would really like to see shade
trees planted around the ground – it’s
been too hot.

Joe Webb, from Redmond, Oregon
I’m working my way around the country
with the Stockman’s Hall of Fame: really
enjoying being a gopher, doing a bit of
everything. Kangaroo Valley is just
beautiful! I’m looking forward to the
rodeo tonight. The information and
signage is good and the show is well
organised. It’d be good to have some
sails, awnings and trees for shade.
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The preschool children would like to
thank some very kind past students who
have tidied out their toy cupboards and
brought in the toys they have outgrown
for us to share. Maddie, your dolls are
being given lots of loving care! A big
thank you from us all here at the
preschool.
The children have been busy keeping the
dolls, the teddies , the
teachers and each
10
other healthy. Hospital
play has been of great
importance to the
children. They have
requested bandages
and the medical bags to
help them explore this
aspect of their life experience.
The mobilo construction toy has been a
source of creativity and learning. How do the
pieces fit together? What can we create?
Which is longer? Which is shorter?
The Kangaroo Valley Show is a highlight of
term one events. The preschool children have
painted beautiful artworks to hang in the
pavilion. Three of our artists were awarded
with certificates. Congratulations to Sam
Griffin, Esther Unger and Kozi CastilloRodriguez. Congratulations to all the artists –
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the Kangaroo Valley show certainly shows
off the creative talents of our residents!
All the show events have been a source of
enthusiastic discussion. The preschool
educators translate this interest into the
preschool language and literacy program.
We are making a special preschool book
which highlights each child’s special
interest in the show. The children tell us
about their time at the show and draw a
picture too. This is supplemented with
relevant photographs. This personal
involvement creates high motivation to
peruse the book, recall the stories as
prompted by the illustrations and begin to
understand how text works. A preview:
Henry: “I went on the dodgem cars again. I
went on the shark slide. It was a bit scary
because it was a long way down.”
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1

11

Elsie: “I had an ice cream. It was actually
chocolate because I love chocolate!”
Rosie: “I went on the dodgem cars and I
got a donut. I had lots of sprinkles. The
sprinkles were Yellow.”
Samson: “I went on the big roundy poundy
thingy. It went round and round and round!
I went on the dodgem cars.”
Florence: “I saw that! Horses. Neigh!”
Jacinta Powell

2

1. Careful Measurements
2. Kindy Artist
3. And another Artist
4. KV Artist
5. Checking the Medical Journals
6. Baby Care
7. Air Guitar
8. Medical Care at KV Preschool
9. Looking after Babies
10. Elsie’s Ice Cream
11. The Dodgem Cars

3

5

4

6

7

8

9
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Headaches
The most common type of headache
originates from tension, muscle stiffness
or joint strain in the neck and upper
thoracic region*.
Other causes include:
eye strain
sinus congestion
whiplash injury
stress
poor posture
jaw imbalance and teeth grinding
infection
allergies and food intolerances.

Depending on you presentation an
osteopath may:
work on your general mobility
improve the mobility of your ribs and
thoracic and cervical spine
investigate muscular tension, nerve
compression and inflammation
advise on posture, exercise and stretching
to help prevent a recurrence of
symptoms
offer guidance on diet and preventing
dehydration
advise on improving the ergonomics of
your home or workplace.
Osteopaths, as primary health care
practitioners, are trained to differentiate
between headaches with common causes
and those due to serious pathology. You
should always seek advice from a health
professional, including an osteopath, if you
get a headache after a head trauma and/or
the headache is getting worse.

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

You should also seek professional advice if
the headache is accompanied by:
fever
nausea or vomiting
bleeding or fluid draining from the nose
or ears
dizziness
blurred vision or speech
numbness, tingling or paralysis.

Did you know?
Headaches are one of the most common
medical complaints. A headache is rarely
caused by serious underlying disease. Your
osteopath may be able to assist with
treatments that reduce the need for
headache medications.
Your osteopath is a primary health care
practitioner with the training and skills to
assess your complaint and develop the
most effective course of action (including
referral when clinically indicated).
Your osteopath can assess structural
changes that may lead to immobility, pain
and dysfunction. Your osteopath will
perform a thorough physical examination,
including observation and palpation, to
form a diagnosis and treatment plan.

If you get regular headaches, try
keeping a headache diary
If you experience headaches regularly,
keeping a headache diary can help identify
these triggers and ultimately help avoid
them. A headache diary allows you to
record important details about your
headaches, such as symptoms, frequency
and other. This diary will provide your
osteopath with important information.
Order a printed copy or download a copy of
the NPS Medicinewise Headache Diary from
http://www.nps.org.au
* World Health Organisation Factsheet
#277.
©Osteopathy Australia 2016
www.osteopathy.org.au.

If you have any questions, contact Sally on 0419 494 027
Booking online is possible at www.familyosteopathy.com.
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ANZAC
Day
This year ANZAC
Day will be Monday 25th April.
The full program will be available to
all attendees at the village ceremony
and the ‘Order of the Day’ displayed
on the community notice board in
April. It will also be posted on
various shop windows in the village.
These are the main points for your
interest and information.
The marchers will assemble at Osborne
Park no later than 9.45am.
The march will start at 10am and proceed
to the cenotaph.
The service is for an hour and the road
will be closed from 9.45 to 11.15am.
There will be a catafalque party from
HMAS Albatross and weather permitting a
fly-over at the end of the ceremony.
Both police and ambulance will be
present, and qualified personnel to
control the road closure barriers.
Some shops may open before the service
but there will be no trading during that
hour.
Wreaths will be recorded by Gayle and
Allan Harvey.
Please remember to have these wreaths
at the Cenotaph by 9.30am so they can be
recorded in order and ready for the
official laying during the service.
Lance Brown and Nigel Anderson will be
in charge of the music and Mike
Hammond is our talented bugler.
The Flag Monitor will be Ben Stapleton,
who has faithfully contributed for many
years.
Students from the school will participate
in the ceremony and the school choir will
delight with two Anzac songs.
After the service the parade will march
back to Osborne Park, where the Lions
Club has on offer a tasty sausage sizzle.
All children will receive a drink, courtesy
of the Friendly Inn, and then the allimportant awarding of prizes for the Essay
and Poster Competition.
The students’ work will be on display in
the Hall, made available courtesy of
Jacqui Lenz.
The raffle and prize will be announced in
the April edition of the Voice.
Money collected from the raffle will be
used, as always, for book prizes and a
commemorative $1 coin for all children in
the school.
Last year we had over 1,500 people at the
ceremony, and we look forward to an
impressive attendance this year.
Joan Bray
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KVCA continues as community watchdog

While in Melbourne a few weeks ago I
agreed to see the Australian Open
(where I promptly fell asleep) with my
partner, on the proviso that he'd
accompany me to some of the best
museums Victoria has to offer. While
wandering through ACMI (Australian
Centre for the Moving Image), I
stumbled across a short film featuring
screen professionals listing the top
moments in technology that changed
their lives. So for this month's post I
thought I'd indulge myself and do the
same.
First film memory
I remember being in a movie theatre with my
family at a very young age. My sisters and I
had been taken to see some nondescript
children's film, but it was one of the trailers
that was played beforehand that really
grabbed my attention. My eyes were glued to
the screen as Tim Burton's now famous The
Nightmare before Christmas trailer played
and I distinctly remember feeling a tingle of
excitement, as if that film was made just for
me. Of course, anyone familiar with Burton's
films knows they're full of dancing skeletons
and headless horsemen, and so my dad
patted me on the head and said “maybe
when you're older.”
First video game memory
Some weird children's educational ‘game’
that required the player to click on all the
items in a room with which kids could
possibly hurt themselves. Needless to say I
became quite the expert in pointing out
unsupervised scissors and tangled power
cords.
First memory of being part of a global
audience
I think I share this one with a lot of others.
The first time I was aware of being a
participant in a global audience was watching
the news coverage of September 11. When
they cancelled the show I was watching at the
time and played the footage of the twin
towers falling, I think we all had the
realisation we were watching history unfold.
First CD purchased: Purchased for me? The
Spice Girls. Purchased by me? Marilyn
Manson's This is the New Sh*t. I was at
slightly different life stages for each.
First attempt at film making
When I forced my school friends to sing the
pop songs I'd written while perched on tree
branches for a video clip shot on a home
movie camera. I still know all the words.

The Kangaroo Valley Community
Association held its AGM on 19
February and elected Wendy Caird
as the new President, replacing
Barbara Woodney who has put in
many years of work to this
important organisation. Vicki
MacIntyre and Bruce Rodway remain
as Secretary and Treasurer
respectively.
The KVCA continues to work to ensure
that the quality of life and our
environment are managed and protected,

including from inappropriate overdevelopment. Over the years the KVCA has
co-ordinated campaigns to ensure our river
was not polluted by a large feedlot, an overlarge housing development did not proceed
and small local problems are attended to.
The KVCA works closely with other groups
such as the Tourist Association, recognising
that these issues also need to be viewed
through the perspective of the importance of
tourism to our local economy. If you are
interested in the KVCA, contact me on
kvcollections@bigpond.com.
Wendy Caird
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There was something
for everyone at the
Kangaroo Valley
Show!
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Photography exhibits

The wonderful photographs on the Show pages were taken by John Garrod,
Al Lockyer, Colin Talbot and Sue Williamson.
Thank you all very much for sharing them.

Locals contributed the majority of photos
at this year’s Kangaroo Valley Show and
took out prizes or were highly commended.
Even some first-time entrants were
rewarded. There were excellent Junior
contributions too, and for the first time
Junior photos were displayed to advantage
in the large exhibition in the Hall. It was
heartening to see good quality local
photography being contributed at the
Show. If you like taking photos but have
little experience in preparing or displaying
your photographs, photography Steward,
Sue Williamson is happy to organise a
workshop later in the year to help you
present your photographs to best
advantage in the 2017 Show. Anyone
interested in such a workshop, Junior or
Adults, could contact Sue and express
interest on suewil@ozemail.com.au
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As my first uni summer break comes to
a close, I think it’s an appropriate time
to reflect on what I’ve done and how I
could have done it better. I’ve taken
inspiration this month from my dad,
who had a very serious conversation
with me yesterday about ying and yang.
I’m not talking about the real spiritual
meaning behind it, but just balance in
general.
The conversation was sparked by my remark
saying that I was glad that the holidays are
over and I’m finally going back. I’ve recently
completed three weeks of biology and
chemistry bridging courses and, despite them
being really new and at times challenging for
me to fully comprehend, I really enjoyed
being back at uni and in a learning
environment.
When questioned over why I was eager to
leave the holidays behind me, I said that they
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were too long and all I have been doing is
working, which can get a bit monotonous. I
preferred going to uni to holidays, which got
the obviously witty response from dad who
prefers holidays to about everything else.
He suggested that I wasn’t on the front foot
with how I would manage my holidays, and
didn’t really have anything to look forward
to. He suggested that next year I should
plan a trip somewhere and put aside money
throughout the year to this trip, rather than
rely just on a holiday period full of constant
work to fund my ventures. My constant
complaining about the unbearable heat
(anything about 24 degrees is unbearable
for me) inspires the idea for a ski trip or just
to go somewhere above the equator.
Brilliant!
Back to the ying and yang idea: ying is the
fun stuff and yang is the boring, everyday
life stuff, and I’ve concluded that I didn’t
have enough ying to my yang. He foresaw
that I’m going to end up overworked and
will crack under pressure if I don’t sort out
this part of my life. Now that I’ve moved on
from the chill lifestyle of an arts student I
need to have more fun!

All submissions for the April Voice
due by March 18th
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KV Bushwalkers
explore Berrara Creek

Two days before our bushwalk, Fran
and I did the recce in high humidity and
temperature. On the Sunday the
weather was overcast and cool with
only a slight sprinkling of rain, and so
the nine of us were able to really enjoy
the lovely bush and beach at Berrara in
Conjola National Park.
The walk was 11km long and graded as
medium, since there were some steepish
rocky inclines and rock hopping to cross
creeks.
The presence of the Dharawal-Dhurga
language group of aboriginal people can be
seen in the now named Fisherman’s Rock,

where there is good evidence of tool
sharpening from as far back as perhaps
20,000 years. It is tempting to think that
they called the rock the same name - a
lovely spot to look out over Berrara Creek.
The walk is adequately signposted and
there is an information board at the start
with all the major sites to look out for.
The waterfall was flowing on both the
days, but the creek may be difficult to
cross there if there has been a lot of
recent rain. There is a choice to be made
at one junction: we didn’t take the
direction to see the Walter Hood
Monument, so named after the shipwreck
in 1870 of a trading ship with the loss of
15 lives; we chose a lovely walk under
overhanging trees to Mermaids Pool. Here
we ate lunch as the waves crashed over
the rocks, although it is supposed to be a
tranquil pool on calm ocean days.
A kilometre walk along a beautiful beach,
almost deserted even on a Sunday, took
us to the mouth of Berrara Creek. We had
to wade across, even though the books all
say that the opening to the sea occurs only
rarely, and then we followed the cliff face
around to Kirby’s Beach to see the cliffs on
Berrara Cove, which are full of fossils 250

million years old, many of which are the
ancient relatives of sea stars.
We recommend this walk for families with
older children and, if you are feeling as hot
as Fran and I did on the recce, be sure to
include your swimming gear in your
backpack to take full advantage of the
peaceful beach and rock pool.
Lee Sharam
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On Thursday March 10 from 12.30pm
is another ’Retired KVers’ activity. This
is a group for those over 55 to have an
enjoyable and relaxed afternoon in
each others’ company and enjoy being
in community. We’ve asked Garth
Chittick to MC another episode of
‘Valley History’. Garth will be assisted
by the accomplished Peter Dumbrell to
some fascinating titbits and littleknown Valley stories. All are welcome!
It will be held in our hall. Hope you can
make it.
In other news our ‘Cuppas ’n Kids’ group for
kids aged 0-5 and their mums, dads or
carers has also started. It meets every
Tuesday in term time from 9.30am to about
11.30am. You can pop in for as long or as
short a time as you’d like. The group is coordinated by Kate Hole. Kate has two young
boys under five and knows what it’s like to
have little children and little rest! So you’re
invited to bring your kids and share a cuppa
with Kate and the other parents. There’s a
secure backyard the kids can play in while
you have a coffee or tea and have a relax.
Finally, as we head to Easter we remember
what Jesus himself said to his disciples after
he rose from the dead: “You can see now
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how it is written that the Messiah suffers,
rises from the dead on the third day, and
then a total life-change through the
forgiveness of sins is proclaimed in his name
to all nations—starting from here, from
Jerusalem! You’re the first to hear and see
it.” [Luke 24:46-48].

A pioneer life experience
The bullock team is yoked. The
mutton is roasting on the spit. The
day has just begun for the families in
the Pioneer Village.
Women are tending the cottage garden
and gathering herbs from the kitchen
garden in preparation for the day’s meals.
Then they settle in to spin wool for the
upcoming winter needs, churn butter,
make cheese or craft candles which are
always in short supply.
Men head off to a variety of daily chores,
some cutting wood, others shearing sheep
or making leather goods for their horses.
Others take to their special skills to make
pots or carve stone or make tools or shoes
for their horses in the forge. One man
makes beautiful windows for the new
house they are building for a newly
wedded couple.
The schoolhouse is bustling with children
of all ages, listening with mandatory
respect to the teacher. They squirm in
their desks as lunchtime draws near.
Games await outside. Today the teacher
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On Good Friday (March 25) there will be a
service at 8.30am.
On Easter Sunday there are two services: a
traditional service at 8.30am, then an all-ages
service at 10am. Hope to see you there.
Warm Regards,
Andrew Paterson
has organised something special. If they
figure out and follow all the clues, they will
get a treat!
The local town crier has arrived with news
along with some traveling musicians. A
normal evening has suddenly become
special. As the woodcutters put down their
saws, the cows have all been milked and
everyone gathers on the veranda. Another
busy day comes to a close.
Come and experience Pioneer Days on April
16-17, 2016 with the Pioneer Village
Museum during NSW Heritage Week.
Robin Wolstenholme

Painting by Australian Artist Tom Roberts Shearing of Rams

Thank you from Kangaroo Valley Pharmacy!
Kangaroo Valley Pharmacy would like to
thank the Kangaroo Valley Community for
its warm welcome, encouragement and
support we have received since taking
over the pharmacy in October last year.
In the coming months there will be some
more positive changes and promotions.
From 1st January 2016 the cost of a
Pharmaceutical Benefit Scheme (PBS)
concession prescription changed to $6.20
and the PBS non-concession prescription
depending on which medicine, was
maximised at $38.30.
The government is now allowing the PBS
concession prescriptions to be discounted
by up to $1.00 each.
All of our concession customers will now
receive this $1.00 per script discount for
their generic brand medications. However,
the Government has not fully explained
the disadvantages for patients choosing to
take the $1.00 discount. The Safety Net

Threshold for PBS concession prescriptions
is $372.00 per calendar year. When this
threshold is reached generic prescriptions
are free until the end of the year. To
simplify this, at $6.20 per prescription it will
take 60 prescriptions or 5 prescriptions per
month to reach this advantageous
threshold. With the $1.00 reduction to
$5.20 it means that normally those
customers that only need 60 prescriptions
to reach the safety net will now need 71
prescriptions to reach the same $372.00
threshold. It may take those customers an
extra 1-2 months longer to reach the
threshold or they may never reach it in any
one year. The main reason the Government
is allowing this discounting is to reduce the
Government’s cost so that there will be
fewer free threshold prescriptions for the
Government to pay for. This could be a real
DISADVANTAGE to some of customers
who would normally reach the safety net

SHOP 2, 162 MOSS VALE ROAD, KANGAROO VALLEY
4465 2772

sooner in the year. Kangaroo Valley
Pharmacy values their customers and for
those customers who have usually reached
the threshold in past years you have the
choice of paying $1.00 less per prescription
or paying $6.20 per prescription to reach
the Safety Net sooner. Non-Concessional
customers are invited to discuss which
option best suits them. For customers who
are struggling to manage their daily
medications, we offer a “Worry Free”
Webster Pak ready to use with all your
daily medications. A FREE trial of 4 weeks is
offered to see if it suits you. The completed
weekly Webster Pak usually costs only $5
per Pak. From March watch out for our
monthly specials too.
Whilst no small Rural pharmacy can
compete with the buying power of the very
large pharmacies, we certainly are trying
our best.
We rely on local Community support so
that we can remain viable and provide a
service for this wonderful and unique
village.
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Three days in Jordan
I recently travelled to Dubai, Turkey and
Jordan with a group of three friends.
The trip to Jordan eventuated as Alyson
had always wanted to see Petra and, as
we were nearby, perhaps we could go.
We arrived at Amman and were met by our
tour guide, Mahmoud, who was to take us
everywhere. He spoke exceptionally good
English and was a wealth of information and
experience.
Jordan is a lot like Australia: you have long
distances to travel. The scenery was very arid,
as expected. The city of Petra is a world
heritage site within a valley that you enter
through The Siq, a canyon. Petra is believed
to have been inhabited since prehistoric
times. It was a caravan city where traders on
the Silk Road often rested on their long
journeys. What makes this place spectacular
are the viaducts, temples, tombs and homes
carved out of the rock by the Nabataean
people.
This is an experience not to be missed. We
were greeted by a Bedouin guide at the
entrance to Petra. The Bedouins are the
traditional owners of the land. Today some
still live in the caves, others in the township.
Mahmoud told us these people mainly
survive on the tourist dollar and, due to
upheavals, Jordan has suffered with fewer
tourists. The day we arrived was a religious
celebration day and many Jordanians were
sightseeing with us. It was a very busy day.
We had a choice to ride a donkey, take a
horse drawn carriage or walk through The
Siq. The horses and donkeys were worked

hard during this warm day, with
many trips back and forth. We chose
to walk as the guide explained
various points of interest. We were
shown our first tomb, which had had
been carved out from the top and
then a ‘lid’ placed on top. A
receptacle twice the size of any man.
In The Siq there was evidence of the
viaduct that was carved into the wall
of the gorge to transport water from
kilometres away. The Siq opened out
to the famous Treasury. Amazing.
Archaeologists believe the
Nabataeans carved these buildings
out of the rock starting form the top
and moved down. The detail and
sophistication of the carving is
exceptional. The Treasury is probably

the most spectacular carving, though there
are many other tombs, temples and homes
to see along the walk. Of note is the
amphitheatre carved into the rock.
The Bedouins also make the place quite
special. It is their home and they want their
heritage maintained. Structures are out of
bounds to reduce erosion by tourists. The
Bedouins, trying to make a living from the
tourists, were out in force. The children and
adults were forever trying to sell us
something, from postcards to bracelets. In
reality they were a really good price and,
providing you had small money at hand, it
was good to spend it. My blonde hair and
green eyes attracted much comment about
my beauty! On a few occasion I decided to
strike up a conversation with the sellers
rather than just say no thank you. One
young fella could quote from a variety of
American action movies as his conduit to
English. Another horse handler, who spoke
hurriedly attempting to persuade us to use
his horse, mellowed when asked his name
and how his day was. It seemed that not
many took the time to talk with them. It was
a great 11-12 km walk in the heat that day,
and I could easily have done it again the next
day.
We were off to the Wadi Rum the next day,
Wadi meaning valley, Rum the name of the
valley. Imagine Kangaroo Valley without any
vegetation and the sandstone cliffs towering
over you. However, many more monoliths in
varying shades of red/ochre. That gives you
an idea of the majesty and beauty of this
place in the desert of Jordan. It was like a
scene out of a movie - Lawrence of Arabia,
Mars, The Face) - as we drove around
perched in the back of a ute through this
amazing valley. Words do little justice to
such an awesome place.
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After Wadi Rum we drove up to the Dead
Sea (sea of salt) for a swim/float/mud bath.
A long trip with the final decent to approx.
500m below sea level. We arrived about
half an hour before sunset. We had a quick
float (as it was impossible to sink), photos of
a great sunset, and roll in the mud. Back to
Amman.
Out plane left at about 2pm the next day, so
we organised with our guide to do a driving
tour of the old city and head an hour out of
Amman to Madaba to see the mosaics in
the Greek orthodox church.
Amman, like many ancient cities, has layers
of different civilisations below it. This we
saw at the amphitheatre in the centre of
town, still used often used. We also saw the
possible layers underground that probably
won’t ever be excavated as the city
overhead is too large. We saw the Bedouin
clusters of tents in the middle of the
buildings of the city. The tents they live in
are created from the wool of their sheep,
hence can be quite insulated from the
extremes in temperature. A fascinating
people.

The mosaics of the Greek orthodox church
were a sight to behold. Religious figures
abound in full mosaic grandeur. Tiny tiles
arranged into magnificent pictures. A
highlight of our day was lunch in a local
café rather than the bus stops that we
often got taken to. Fresh authentic food
with a lovely host.
Our guide, Mahmoud, was terrific. He
called us his sisters and often told us that
he wanted us to see the best of Jordan. He
stopped in the middle of a little town to get
freshly cooked stone-ground flat bread
(mmm), bought us a Cardamom-infused
Turkish-style coffee (mmm) and took many
photos for us. Having our own personal
guide truly helped us to see and
understand Jordan. It certainly made us feel
very welcome, safe and relaxed and
satisfied the curious traveller.
Yvonne Ferguson
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January-February call-outs
Since the last article thankfully the
callouts have been a bit quieter, with
just three for the month.
1st call was for a tree down on Berry
Mountain at approx. 11.30pm. We were able
to leave this in the hands of Beaumont
brigade and stood down prior to leaving the
station
2nd and 3rd calls were part of a bizarre night
with two separate car accidents occurring at
roughly the same time on Upper River Road
at approx. 10.00pm on a Sunday night. Crews
were dispatched from the station to what
was reported as a car accident and vehicle on
fire; all three trucks were dispatched given
the urgency and good crew attendance. A car
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was located at the given address approx.
2km along Upper River Road, off the road
and impacted into a tree.
Whilst in attendance with police and
ambulance, a further call was received to a
separate accident reported in the
Barrengarry area, so all emergency services
proceeded to head to this area with nothing
to be found until subsequent information
called into the ambulance service from an
unknown person placed the 2nd accident
further along Upper River Road about 4km
from Moss Vale Road.
On arrival this vehicle was found fully alight
after having left the roadway and impacted
a concrete electricity pole causing extensive
damage to the vehicle. The delay in getting
to this 2nd accident was quite long, due to
the poor details and location information
received and the fact that no other vehicles
had passed through this area to call into 000
to report a 2nd accident.
The brigade as usual has been very involved
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in the Kangaroo Valley Show - from helping
with the setup of tents and fencing around
the ring and the rather enjoyable task of
providing water for the iron man events. Also
all three trucks took pride of place in the
grand parade.

Pete and Dave loading up

Tasmanian fires
Three local brigade members, Peter Wilson,
Dusty Smart and Dave Alexander, travelled to
Tasmania as part of NSW Remote Area Fire
Teams to assist them with the ongoing bush
fire crisis that they have been experiencing.
All three members were first deployed
around Zeehan on the West Coast for a five
day stint, and then Dave and Dusty both
returned for a 2nd deployment of seven days
and were working in around the Cradle
Mountain area. This is highly specialised
work: access to the fires is only possible by
helicopter, and also has involved using
helicopter winch access in which they have
had extra training. The work can be very
dangerous, with falling trees and using
helicopter water bucketing only 5-10 metres
from where you are working. It is not
glamorous, largely “blacking out” the edges
of the fire to prevent re-ignitions from the
fire which is burning underground in the layer
of humus and peat up to 300mm deep. This is
a massive effort for these guys to give up
their time, family, work or leave for up to two
weeks to travel interstate to assist where
required.

Did you know?
We are still in permit season until 31 March.
Please don't forget to get your permit before
you light, with at least 24 hours notice given
to Shoalhaven fire control and neighbours.
Contact one of our Permit Officers with at
least 48 hours notice for further details if you
require a permit:
Neil Breeze (captain): 0427 651 718
Mike Gorman (senior deputy captain): 0447
651 540
Dave Smart:0467 812 190
Keith Nelson: 0408 273 057
Bill Chittick: 0400 873 012.
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Guide to action
The Bushfire Survival Plan has been revised
and is now even simpler to complete. This is
available on the RFS website
www.rfs.nsw.gov.au. Now is the time.
Remember planning to make a plan is not a
plan!
Step 1 - DISCUSS WHAT TO DO IF A BUSH
FIRE THREATENS YOUR HOME
Many households find that having a
discussion over dinner works best as
everybody is together and focussed.
Step 2 - PREPARE YOUR HOME AND GET IT
READY FOR BUSH FIRE SEASON

Australia Day in Zeehan
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There are simple things you can do around
your home to prepare it for a bush fire,
like keeping the grass low and having a
cleared area around your home.
Step 3 - KNOW THE BUSH FIRE ALERT
LEVELS
If there is a fire in your area you will find
its alert level on the NSW RFS website and
in the ‘Fires Near Me’ app. You need to
keep track of the alert level so you know
what you should do.
Step 4 - KEEP ALL THE BUSH FIRE
INFORMATION NUMBERS, WEBSITES AND
THE SMARTPHONE APP.
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Farewell from the Commissioner
In a bush fire, it’s important that you stay up
to date on conditions in your area.

Training and operations
Training has been quiet over this period, but
back into the regular Wednesday night
training sessions now.
Our new members Brandon Jenner and Sam
Rodden are currently undertaking their basic
training. It is great to see these new people
putting up their hand to join up and
volunteer their time and efforts to help
others and the local community.
Dusty Smart

Doors pff... scenic view
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VIEW shines spotlight on
need for child sponsors
VIEW Club members are urging the local
community to support disadvantaged children
and young people with their education by
becoming a child sponsor.
VIEW stands for the Voice, Interests and
Education of Women and was established in
1960 by The Smith Family children’s charity as
a service to women and the community.
The Smith Family is aiming to attract 2,500
new child sponsors by the end of March, in
response to the strong demand for
educational support for children living in some
of the nation’s poorest communities.
VIEW National President Gwen Wilton said:
“We know that there are 638,000 children
living in financial disadvantage across
Australia who would have much better life
outcomes if they could be supported
throughout their education. “The Smith
Family currently supports 34,000
disadvantaged children across the country
through its Learning for Life sponsorship
program; however the need is much greater.”
Collectively the network of more than 16,000
VIEW members across Australia supports
1,150 students through sponsorship, making
them the single largest community sponsor.
“Through our sponsorship and volunteering
support we’ve had the privilege to see the life
-changing impact that a Smith Family
sponsorship can make to these children’s
lives. The students’ determination to
overcome disadvantage and make the most of
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their education is truly inspiring. Becoming a
child sponsor is an opportunity to make a
real and lasting difference to a child’s
future.”
The Smith Family’s sponsorship program
provides three components to help a child
succeed at school:
Financial support to pay for books, shoes,
a complete school uniform and
excursions;
the support of a Smith Family Learning for
Life Coordinator who works with the
child’s family and school and provides
links to local services; and
access to out-of-school learning support
programs for homework reading and
mentoring.
The Smith Family CEO Dr Lisa O’Brien said:
“Our sponsors are generous Australians
passionate about changing the path of an
Australian child’s future. For just $1.60 each
per day, they are providing a significant and
much-needed investment in the long-term
future of children at serious risk of a lifetime
of poverty without their support. Education
really is the enabler that will show these
children they can create a better future and
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it is the best chance they have to avoid a
lifetime of disadvantage. With your support
we can help change the lives of thousands
more children who are growing up in
disadvantage. Without you, things will never
change.”
For more information about sponsoring a
child visit www.thesmithfamily.com.au.
VIEW
Founded by the General Secretary of The
Smith Family, George Forbes, in 1960 to
support the charitable work of The Smith
Family, VIEW stands for the Voice, Interests
and Education of Women. It is one of
Australia’s leading women’s volunteer
organisations and support networks and
empowers women to have their voices heard
on issues of importance for the future
wellbeing of Australian society.
www.view.org.au.
The Smith Family
The Smith Family is a national children’s
charity that helps disadvantaged young
Australians to succeed at school, so they can
create better futures for themselves.
www.thesmithfamily.com.au.

VIEW Club
February is always when we hold our AGM,
so we had no guest speaker. Past National
President, Heather Isemonger, chaired the
meeting and we would like to extend our
thanks to Heather for giving us her time.

2016 VIEW Committee
LtoR: Jeannette Dumbrell, Jill Anderson,
Margaret McLachlan, Una Chapman,
Heather Isemonger, Sue Pfafflin,
Jenelle Brangwin, Irene Dunn,
Deb Folkard

The new committee for 2016 is as follows:
President:
Jenelle Brangwin
Treasurer:
Deb Folkard
Assistant Treasurer: Irene Dunn
Secretary:
Jeannette Dumbrell
Assistant Secretary: Margaret McLachlan
Delegate:
Una Chapman
Program Officers:
Sue Pflafflin,
Jill Anderson.
We are pleased to announce our first
activity of the year:
An Autumn Sunset Garden Party, on
Friday,1 April, to be held at the home of
Sue and Barry Pfafflin at 1521B Moss Vale
Road, Kangaroo Valley from 4pm to 7pm.
Take in the valley views at sunset on the
last day of daylight saving and stroll the
gardens with canapés and wine. The cost is
$20 per person, and we would love to have
all our friends in the Valley join us. Please
reply by 25 March to Jill Anderson: phone
4465 1508 or email
collinandjill@bigpond.com.
Our guest speaker for March will be a new
resident of the Valley, Judy Oliver. Don’t
forget to let Sue Pfafflin know by lunchtime
on the Monday before the meeting if you
will be unable to attend: phone 4465 1136
or email suebarrypfaf@bigpond.com.
Everyone is welcome at VIEW. To find out
more please contact me on 4465 1955.
Jenelle Brangwin
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The same can apply to so many other
decisions we make in life, for example our
mode of transport, how we exercise, our
eating regime. See, stick to the patterns, and
working the details of decisions is much
easier.

After last month's article, I am pleased
to report that I was extremely satisfied
with everyone's efforts at the KV Show.
What an event, and what a community
to organise, enter, participate and
volunteer in for our little town. A small
note, to thank all the judges that took
part - I thought you did a tremendous
job under the circumstances. The entries
in the pavilion are a testament to our
practical and creative nature and I
encourage all people, young, old, middle
aged, lazy and busy to enter more
things. Even if it is a decorated tea pot!
Permaculture principles
#1 Observe and interact
#2 Catch and store energy
#3 Obtain a yield
#4 'Apply self-regulation and accept
feedback'
#5 Use and value renewable resources and
values
#6 Produce no waste
#7 Design from patterns to details
Again I reiterate that permaculture is not
some quasi-gardening technique, it's more a
set of guiding life principles. Some treat it
almost like a religion. In principle number
seven, we look at an overlooked part of the
decision making process. 'I want that' is not
the answer to why you might need that. It is
far more genuine to investigate than be
impulsive. Because I am a gardener and it’s a
gardening article, let's talk from a garden
perspective. Gardens have patterns or zones,
and it makes logical sense to work in these
zones. It makes sense, pattern-wise, to have
the high intensity and used plants/animals
close, e.g. herb garden/chook pen, and the
low intensity things further away, e.g. fruit
trees/sheep. In my travels I have to guide lots
of people to put their garden much closer to
the house from a functional point of view.
That may seem obvious, and it is, but when
you don’t look at the patterns first and then
move to the details you get lost in the details.

In the garden
Last month I was having amazing cucumber
results, and well the powdery mildew has
taken a hold of a couple of plants. But it’s the
dwarf beans that are amazingly bountiful.
What a plant! Small, compact, bower birds
don’t eat the beans, so pick to your hearts
content. That being said winter is coming
folks, I hate to tell you, so we need to
prepare. I like to have the mulch nearby
ready to start getting things in order. In a
month's time I will have a large part of our
garden with seeds in it ready for the long
winter slow growing season. So think snow
peas, sugar snap, green feast, cauliflower,
broad beans. Don’t forget the old lettuce
though, a highly used plant in the kitchen
that costs around three cents a seed. What
value, considering a $3 lettuce in the shops.
Make little rows of them in your garden and
occasionally weed.

Crepe Myrtle
Don Burke calls it 'one of the world's best
flowering trees', and I only write about it
because the last few weeks I have seen so

many out in really good flower in people's
front and backyards. The Indian summer
crepe myrtle, which is what we have in the
Valley, is a reasonably cold tolerant plant
growing up to eight metres. The plant will
grow into a well-formed small tree if left
unpruned. If you like to keep the plant quite
small, this is fine as it certainly doesn't mind
being brutally trimmed; however it does
make it look 'butchered' over winter. Older
varieties do sucker, but are a bit hard to come
by these days. The tree flowers regardless of
pruning. I do like the look of the bark, it
reminds me of our own Australian snow
gums. This tree makes a fantastic lawn
feature plant.
(A thank you to Jenelle Brangwin for her
Valley Voices article last month: lots of people
have commented on it to me.)
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Dogs on Show ...
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Fierce competition
A huge number of dogs, 425, lined up for the
Annual Kangaroo Valley Dog Show to parade
their best across and around the grounds,
carefully manicured by Jacqueline Lenz who
starts preparations late in December.
There were 105 different breeds of dogs that
had come from Sydney, the Riverina,
Canberra and of course many from the
Shoalhaven and Highlands. On all counts it
was a very hot day with the mercury climbing
during the morning, but it peaked out just
short of the old 100 degrees. The competition
was fierce and there were many newcomers
to dog shows also making Kangaroo Valley
their starting point.
None was more handsome than the Junior
Dog Hungarian Visler “Metropolis Debut
Hunter” which on its first day out won its
class. Best in Show was awarded to a bitch
Dalmation called “CH Krystaway Glitterati”.
An old favourite but a great dog nonetheless.
The A&H link to the show was maintained
with the highest entry coming from the
Border Collies and Australian Kelpies. At the
show this year we had four judges, two who
had travelled from Victoria and the other two
locally from the Highlands. The two judges
from Victoria had never heard of Kangaroo
Valley but were so impressed that they
promised to return for a holiday as they
found everyone friendly and the views
stunning.
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Best in Show was awarded to a
Bitch Dalmation called
“CH Krystaway Glitterati”
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Junior Dog Hungarian Visler
“Metropolis Debut Hunter”

A dog show like Kangaroo Valley does not happen without a lot of effort
by some great supporters. I would like to call out Larraine Hahlos, June
Smith and Diana Milne for their support and hard work on the day.
Without them the show just would not go on. Many thanks. On
reflection it is always good to say it is over, but plans are already
underway for 2017.
Jason Horton
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Valley house concert a great success
It was a hot, humid, summery Sunday.
Everyone felt sticky and lethargic. What
better way to while away the hours
than to go to the Acworths' home,
nestled under the escarpment in
Budgong, and be soothed by the cool
breeze listening to some terrific music?
Well, that’s what a lucky group of Kangaroo
Valleysiders did on Valentine’s Day.
This concert was the result of last year’s folk
festival, during which the Acworths hosted
some of the musicians. A mutual admiration
society was formed, and this house concert
was the result. Andrew Clermont (violin) and
Rachel Johnston (cello) are a folk duo with a
pretty full schedule. They teamed up with the
vocalist Mal Webb and came up from Victoria
to play for us. All three musicians showed
how skilled and versatile they are, playing
several instruments as well as singing.
Andrew played guitar, violin, mandolin and
didgeridoo, Rachel played cello and
mandolin. Mal played trombone, trumpet,
guitar and his many forms of mouth music.
Every piece had a different combination of
instruments. Some of the instruments were
notably unusual: an aluminium didgeridoo
with a very loud output and a great sound; a
bass mandolin – one of a kind and quite
soulful; a midi guitar that had no body but

sounded gorgeous; a plastic trombone (!); a
carbon fibre cello made a good sound and
would be very handy when travelling and
needing to put a cello on a plane.
The music was totally entertaining – mostly
folk music and featuring Andrew’s virtuosic
violin playing. One could listen to him all
day. Dances and jigs are the mainstay.
Rachel played a beautiful slow movement
from Bach’s second solo cello suite. Her
performances throughout showed what a
great talent she is. I must say the highlight
for me was hearing Mal Webb and the
amazing range of vocal sounds he can
produce. With a microphone he is a oneman percussion section, or a didgeridoo, or
a harmonic singer. And then he can
combine all of these things with the aid of a
loop machine and turn himself into a big
band. The one time he abandoned the mike
and sang au naturel, he did a song about
depression called “Larry”, as in ‘happy as
Larry’, which featured a delightful
arpeggiated accompaniment to a song that
brought a smile to everyone’s face. Another
highlight from Webb was his acronym song
called URFES (Unfortunate Resting Facial
Expression Syndrome), which was about the
facial responses he’s observed in audiences
over the years. This was quite hilarious.

The audience was thoroughly entertained
while enjoying the wonderful setting

There’s not enough room here to go into the
whole program, but suffice it to say that we
experienced a huge outpouring of impressive
musicianship, and had a totally enjoyable
couple of hours. It’s so good to see a group of
musicians having such a great time
performing together. And the edible feast
afterwards was probably worth the drive.
Thanks Ba and Adam Acworth.
Belinda Webster

$10, 000 REWARD
For information about the recent
cattle theft in Kangaroo Valley

Anyone with information should contact Crime Stoppers on

1800 333 000

You can use the online reporting page at
https://nsw.crimestoppers.com.au

Information provided will be treated in the strictest confidence
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A lot of hot air
by Dr Rosemary Stanton OAM
Some years ago, I co-authored a book
called “Windbreaks”. It’s out of print
these days but some of its messages are
relevant to current diet fads.
Let’s start out with some plain speaking.
Humans produce gases and they need to
get out of the body. I hope you’ll excuse
me using the term ‘fart’, but it’s a word
that people can easily understand.
It’s normal to fart. We studied this some
years ago and found that among people on a
below desirable intake of dietary fibre,
woman farted 7-8 times a day and men
managed about 12 emissions. Those eating
higher (and desirable) levels of dietary fibre
almost doubled those numbers.

Digestion
Proteins, fats and most of the sugars and
starches we eat are digested by enzymes in
the small intestine. Dietary fibre and some
starches resist these enzymes and pass to the
large intestine (also known as the colon or
large bowel).
‘Good’ bacteria in the colon break down the
dietary fibre and any resistant starch,
producing short chain fatty acids. These
nourish the cells lining the colon and some
play a valuable role in helping to control
blood glucose and reduce the body’s
production of cholesterol.
The short chain fatty acids also provide food
for the good bacteria so they can multiply,
wiping out some ‘bad’ bacteria in the
process. One acid produced, called butyric
acid, can also inhibit the growth of cancerous
cells in the colon.
This valuable process has a side effect –
gases. Their production is inevitable and
rather than regard it as a problem, we should
welcome it as sign that ‘good’ bacteria are
doing their job. Just find yourself a private
spot and rest assured that you are normal!
There are extremes of course and someone
who farts 40 times a day is almost always low
in one of the enzymes that breaks down a
particular type of sugar. The usual cause is a
low production of lactase, the enzyme that
breaks down lactose (the natural sugar in
milk). This means that the lactose doesn’t get
digested in the small intestine and passes to
the colon where bacteria think it’s Christmas.
Unfortunately, their excessive zeal usually
means so much gas production that it can
cause pain.

Aroma
This discussion gets just slightly worse before
we move on. What most people fear from
farting is an aroma. The good news is that
our study found that aroma was not caused
by dietary fibre. The culprits were onions or

garlic, spices and beer. Some meat eaters
also produce aromatic flatus. This doesn’t
come from the breakdown of dietary fibre
since meat has no dietary fibre. The
problem with meat is that it causes the
body to produce more bile acids. These pass
to the colon and are changed into
substances that may increase smelly gases.

Fads
It’s not a fad to reject wheat and gluten if
you have coeliac disease. That is relevant for
1 in every 100 people. It’s also not a fad to
reject wheat if you have a wheat allergy –
not common but well known and detectable
with appropriate blood tests.
It is a fad to think that you need to reject
wheat when you have no real symptoms
that might be due to wheat. This is the case
for many of the 20-30% of people who are
currently on wheat-free diets.
Some books and websites claim that wheat
causes ‘bloating’. They don’t define
bloating, but many people think that farting
is a sign of being bloated. Some people also
claim they’re bloated when they are
basically just overweight or have slack
tummy muscles that get a bit saggy by the
end of the day.
Many women also find their tummy swells
just before their period. This is unrelated to
eating.
The most common cause of ‘bloating’,
however, is eating too much. It’s probably
more correctly described as a distension of
the stomach. We’ve probably all had this
after Christmas dinner or at a dinner party.
Some people experience it every day, simply
because they eat more than they need. It’s
not a disease and the cure is simple: eat
less.

Drinking something fizzy, swallowing lots of
air while you eat (common in people who eat
quickly) or using liquid to wash down
unchewed food can produce discomfort in
the stomach. It’s relieved by burping and
avoided by changing any of these relevant
factors.
Some sugar-free chewing gums contain –
mannitol, sorbitol, xylitol – sugar alcohols
that may produce gas themselves or increase
the amount of air swallowed. Give them a
miss.
Anti-wheat web sites and blogs claim that
wheat is the cause of almost everything –
including excess weight and ‘bloating’. Claims
that wheat has only been a part of the human
diet for about 10,000 years are correct,
although our ancestors did eat a variety of
seeds from wild grasses. The ‘wheat makes
you fat’ claim doesn’t hold water because few
people were overweight for the first 9,950 or
so years that wheat was consumed.
Claims that people fart less without wheat in
their diet may be true but may simply mean
they aren’t having enough dietary fibre. Even
white bread contains dietary fibre and
wholegrain are healthily high in it.
Giving up wheat may make some people feel
better simply because they are eating less.
And eating less may make them feel they are
less bloated. But the ideal way to eat less is to
get rid of the junk food and drinks that
dominate the average diet. Don’t give up
valuable wholegrains – the ‘good’ bacteria in
your colon won’t thank you for that.
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Mercury, named for the swift
messenger God of the Romans, lives up
to its name this month. In February
Mercury formed the tail of a chain of
five planets that stretched from the
eastern dawn sky over into the west,
but as it orbits the Sun in 88 days
Mercury rapidly changes position and
will soon move out of this picture. By
the 24th it will reach superior
opposition (Mercury and Earth on
opposite sides of the Sun). Continuing
this rapid motion Mercury moves into
the early evening sky for a short time.
Mercury at its elusive best was poorly
understood in ancient times: it was
suspected to be two planets, known
separately as Apollo and Mercury.
Mercury travels around the Sun at
47km/sec, which is about 50 times the
speed of an average bullet.

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Another effect is that temperatures on
Mercury vary hugely during its orbit.
Interestingly Mercury rotates on its axis
once in 59 days, completing three
Mercurian days every two times it orbits
the Sun. When it is close to the Sun the
daytime temperature (a "daylight" day
lasting around two to three months) soars
to around 437°C, while at the furthest
reaches of its orbit this can fall to 273°C.
But put on the jumpers because on the
night side the temperature falls as low as 173°C! One reason is the long night, but it is
mainly because Mercury does not have
enough gravity to retain an atmosphere.
Since Pluto was demoted to a dwarf planet
Mercury is now the smallest planet. With a
diameter of 4,880km Mercury is only 40%
the size of Earth, whose diameter is 12,742
km. By comparison our Moon is 3,475km.
Amazingly, if two of the Galilean Moons of
Jupiter and Titan, Saturn's largest moon,
were orbiting the Sun by themselves
Mercury would still be the smallest planet.
Check their relative sizes in the graphic and
be amazed.

Mercury has by far the most elongated
elliptical orbit at an eccentricity of 20%, and
as such swings within 46 million km of the
Sun and then out to 69.8 million km. This
large discrepancy has many effects. Observed
from Earth, Mercury can reach a maximum of
28° from the Sun. This happens in pre-dawn
apparitions when Mercury reaches greatest
western elongation, in other words furthest
west of the Sun. Remember, if Mercury is
west of the Sun it will appear in the dawn sky
before the Sun. For evening apparitions the
maximum Mercury can appear from the Sun
is 18°. The sky turns (it is actually the Earth
rotating) through 360° in 24 hours, which
means 15° per hour. In the case of Mercury
this means we can only see this tiny planet
for a maximum of two hours before dawn or
one hour after sunset.
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This intriguing little celestial body truly
resembles our own Moon with a surface
pitted and scared by many impact craters. It
is virtually impossible to see any detail
telescopically from Earth, and Mercury has
only been explored by spacecraft from Earth
twice. The Mariner 10 probe was the first
spacecraft to take advantage of a
gravitational slingshot, bending its flight path
around Venus to bring it into an orbit around
the Sun that allowed it to basically wait for
Mercury to pass by. Mariner 10 imaged the
same side of the planet in 1974 (twice) and
1975. In another first Mariner 10 used
pressure of the solar wind against its solar
panels to help maintain the correct attitude
for its instruments. As it ran out of hydrazine
fuel for its attitude jets it was shut down in
1975. The next craft to head to Mercury was
the Messenger mission which departed in
2004. This time a number of gravity boosts
were used, firstly around Earth, then Venus
twice, then three times past Mercury. Finally
in 2011, Messenger was able to take up
permanent orbit. It continued orbiting and
collecting images and scientific data until it
ran out of fuel (used to sustain orbit) and
crashed into Mercury in 2015. The mission
mapped the entire surface of the planet,
collecting 253,000 images in 3,309 orbits.
Mercury passes directly between the Earth
and the Sun about 13 times per century and
this will occur again on 9 March, 2016.
Unfortunately it will not be visible to our
hemisphere. I had the good fortune to
observe the 8th November 2006 transit with
Michael Moore in Kangaroo Valley. I'm
hoping to catch the next one visible in
Australia in 2032.
Clear Skies.
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Sally Wallace
Sally Wallace always wanted to travel.
And she didn’t have to wait long. In fact,
she was all of six weeks old when she,
her mother and her elder sister left Hull
in Yorkshire to join her father, a fitter
and engineer, who had preceded them
to start a two year contract in Zimbabwe
(then Southern Rhodesia).
On their arrival at Salisbury (now Harare)
Airport, her father wasn’t there to meet them
(he’d broken down in the bush, unable to
communicate in those days before mobile
phones), and they would have had to return
to England had they not been rescued by the
proprietor of a B & B. In the event, Sally spent
almost all of her first ten years in Zimbabwe
and Zambia (then Northern Rhodesia),
enjoying an outdoor life, with no TV. She was
sheltered from the political situation, and
only learnt years later the reason why all her
friends had spent one night in their house:
the community was under threat from
machete-wielding Africans! “It was the best
childhood you could imagine.”
The family returned to Hull in time for Sally’s
tenth birthday. Within a week, hating the
weather and lack of space, Sally told her
parents “I’m going to be emigrating”. At 16,
her desire to leave home was thwarted. She
was a competitive gymnast until the age of
17, when a spinal fracture ended her
gymnastic career. However, she continued to
be involved in sport. Leaving school at 18, her
first job was at an outdoor athletics stadium.
There she set up a trampoline school, and
qualified as a coach. At 19, working as a
lifeguard at an outdoor swimming pool, she
again announced she was leaving home. She
accepted her mother’s advice to buy, rather
than rent - although her size (“I looked about
13”) acted as a disincentive, and she almost
exhausted the round of banks before finding
one prepared to finance her purchase of a
“two up, two down” house.
For the next few years she lived in Hull,
“working and partying, but I still had travel on
my mind”. However, she accepted her
mother’s advice to get some more
qualifications first, so that she’d get a better
job on returning from her travels. Working for
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a chain of hotels, which operated health
clubs around England, she gained
experience, becoming deputy manager in
Bath before moving to head office in
London, where she gained her certificate in
club management. Now she thought she
was ready to travel, but again accepted her
mother’s advice - this time to gain
experience as a manager first - and worked
for some 18 months as manager of a huge
health club in Lancaster. Her mother finally
agreed that Sally, at the age of 23, was
ready to travel.
Sally always wanted to return to Zimbabwe,
and passed a challenging trial, and raised
£4000, to join a 16 week expedition there.
Her most vivid memory of that expedition is
the sight and sound of a bull rhino charging
towards her, but she has no recollection of
how she managed to shin up a tree to
escape it. After that experience, she wisely
found a 6’5” guy to accompany her for
about a year around southern Africa. She
was about to start a job in Cape Town when
she received an offer from a woman in
Johannesburg to take her back to her village
in Zimbabwe.
WhenSally’s money ran out, she returned to
England and the same company, with a job
managing a health club in Bristol, where she
met her husband Glyn.
After six years managing the health club,
Sally started thinking of a career change,
and successfully responded to an advert for
a five-year osteopathic degree course at
Oxford Brookes University. She greatly
enjoyed it: “I really love the human body,
and if you studied it for a whole lifetime it
would still be only the tip of the iceberg”.
During the course, Sally and Glyn came to
Australia for a six week holiday and, shortly
after Sally gained her degree (with First
Class Honours), in 2003 they emigrated to
Australia.
For the first seven years, Sally and Glyn lived
in Canberra, where Sally quickly got a job in
a big osteopathic centre and where their
two daughters were born. A serious drought
caused them to think about moving to
Glyn’s home town of Cairns, but one of
Sally’s patients persuaded them to see
Kangaroo Valley first; a weekend visit was
enough for them to fall in love with the
Valley and, after 14 years together, they
were married at Crystal Creek Meadows.
The sense of community here reminded
Sally of her years in Zimbabwe and Glyn of
his (post Cairns) years in Wales, and our
primary school would be ideal for Molly

Check out the dogs at the Show
on pages 20 and 21
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(then 5) and Charlotte (then 4). Plans put in
motion finally enabled them to move to the
Valley in 2010, six months after they were
married here.
Shortly after arriving in the Valley, Sally
started working in the Ambulance Station and
Community Centre (now called Medical
Centre), but maintained her practice in
Canberra, where she still works two days a
week. Now into their sixth year in the Valley,
she still tells the girls how privileged they are,
and says “I’m still pinching myself every day
to believe that we live here”.
Tony Barnett

(See Sally’s column on page 6)
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KV Show exhibit
Children from Kangaroo Valley Public
School and Kindergarten painted over 80
cut outs of brush tailed rock wallabies.
They were displayed on a diorama
(picture at right) constructed by
members of the Environment Group and
the Friends of the Brush Tailed Rock
Wallaby. They were all beautiful but
eight have been selected to receive a
prize of a book voucher. The winners will
be published in the April Voice.

Landcare group makes inroads on weeds
Woo Hoo. If the Upper River
environment could speak it would say
a big thank you to those wonderful
members of the Upper Kangaroo River
Landcare group who have dedicated
another year of Trad trashing, Privet
pulling, Lantana loathing, Senna
smashing, thistle thumping, Moth and
Madeira vine mutilating. With all this
going on, who would think we would
have time for anything else!
The Upper Kangaroo River Landcare group
meet once a month on the 3rd Monday,

Send your letters to the Voice and don’t forget to get
your submissions in by March 18

where they deplete the area of weeds.
Landcare has been active for 25 years in the
valley, with many volunteers coming and
going. The work wouldn’t be possible
without Tess Heighes and Les Mitchell, who
educate and guide the volunteers in all
aspects of Landcare. The loyal group of
volunteers are all incredible community
members with stories and experiences of
their own to share with each other.
This year we celebrated the achievements of
the group with a champagne breakfast
beside the river in the rain.
Anyone who is interested in their local fauna
and flora is welcomed with open arms to join
the group - you can come once or every
month. Please contact me on 0466 065 768.
Belinda Stewart
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FIG Tour of David Loneragan’s permaculture farm
On Saturday 23rd April, FIG is having a tour of David Loneragan’s permaculture farm, starting at 10am. We’ll meet in the carpark
of the Friendly Inn at 9am and make our way up to Upper River.
David has an extensive market garden, pigs, chooks, food forests, and a whole range of interesting ways of working with the land.
Don’t miss out on this wonderful opportunity to see permaculture at work.
RSVPs to Peter Brandis (peter@imaginal.com.au).

It’s time to renew your membership or
join FIG
Its time to renew your FIG membership - or
become a member for the first time!
Everyone is invited to become a member and
participate in the garden – gardeners (or nongardeners) of all abilities and skills are
welcome. If you eat, you’re in!

enable you to join a group of enthusiastic
and fun people who are connected by the
sheer joy of growing and eating local
food.
Every Thursday we share food produced
from the garden, along with morning tea.
Come on down and share the work, and get
rewarded at the same time.

Why should you join FIG?

FIG needs your help

Your annual membership fee will:
give you access to our delicious produce
anytime
help the community grow a local food
culture by sharing our knowledge and
passion for the garden and local
wholesome food
help us develop our garden through
building infrastructure and obtaining plants
assist you in learning new skills
give you free entry to some FIG social
events, where we use our own produce
enable you to participate in FIG
educational talks, demonstrations and
workshops

FIG is a place where members gather
regularly to share uplifting company and a
common purpose. Our purpose is to build
health, hope and good nutrition through
sustainable food production, while
developing friendships and having a bit of
fun. We don't only work, but share produce
and knowledge. We grow together.
We certainly understand that we're all a bit
busy with our own places. Working in FIG
has its own rewards as we share the
produce we grow together. But without a
couple of hours work occasionally from our
members, the garden will not grow and
flourish in the way that it could. We have

Performer applications open for Folk Festival
Kangaroo Valley Folk Festival is on again this year from 14-16
October. The festival is inviting applications from performers. Please
do an online application at www.kangaroovalleyfolkfestival.com.au.
The closing date for performer applications is 31 March.
Applications are also open for volunteers and stallholders.
If you would like to billet a performer in return for a free weekend
ticket, please contact Jo Keane on 0428 765 422.
Do you love the festival and wonder how you can contribute? We need
energetic people to join our organising committee, especially if you
have skills in PR, graphic design, accounting or event management. If
this is you, please call me on 0412 288 923.
Stuart Leslie

the bones of what could be an incredible
garden, and a great place to hang out in the
Valley, but without people to help weed,
harvest and plant, the garden may be lost to
weeds (some edible!) Your participation at
our garden days is greatly encouraged – you
give what you can when you can. Remember,
there are tasks in the garden to suit people of
all abilities.
Garden days are held every Thursday
morning, starting from 9am (in the summer
months). We provide morning tea, and
usually some home-cooked goodness. We'll
also be holding more educational sessions
during our garden days this year.
Come down and have a chat, pull some
weeds, take some delicious produce, and
make the most of your FIG membership!
We hope to see you next Thursday (or the
one after that!).

Peter Brandis
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Kangaroo Valley Public School
welcomes the new school year
We have four classes: K/1 with Mrs
Sutton, 2/3 with Mrs Gripper, 3/4 with
Mr Smee and Mrs Good and 5/6 with
Mrs Robinson.

School Leaders 2015 Layla, Brynn, Lily, Aria,
Crystal, Star & Darby

The School Leaders for 2016 are excited to
tell you a bit about themselves.
Aria: I love representing my school in all
sports and public speaking and debating. My
goal this year is to have fun being a leader
and to make the students’ journey a little
smoother.
Darby: I am grateful for the opportunities
I’ve been given as a leader so far. I hope to
inspire everyone to enjoy our exciting and
unique school and achieve their goals both
academically and athletically.
Lily: In my quirky way I will encourage
everyone to do the best they can, to be who
they want to be and not who others want
them to be. As a leader I will try to be the
best I can be in sports and my school work.
Brynn: I’m glad that I have grown up in the
year I am in. My year group have helped me
academically and in sport and I want to
share what I have learnt with the younger
students in this ‘rad’ school.
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Crystal: 2016 is going to be a fantastic year
for me and the students. I hope to encourage
the younger ones to be the best they can be
and I’ll try my best to help them in every way.
Star: I will try to be a good leader this year
and try my hardest with all my school work. I
hope I can help the students to enjoy their
years at this great school as much as I have.
Layla: I’m grateful to be a Year 6 leader for
2016. I have three favourite subjects: art,
music and sport and I hope to help the
younger students to grow to like these
subjects as well.
A warm welcome to the very excited
Kindergarten students: Amity, Maeve, Coco,

three new Kinder students Coco, Maeve and
Amity playing some maths games.
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Winning house
Osborne at
swimming carnival.

Nina, Sybilla and James. They are learning all
about big school and having fun every day.
We are Giacomo Delmenico and Atalya
Schwegler, and we are the House Captains of
Osborne, the winning sporting house when
we held the 2016 KVPS House Swimming
Carnival on Monday 15th February. Every
student who was eight years or older
participated and everyone had fun and tried
their hardest. The winning house was

Osborne with 149 points. Throsby had 124,
Brooks 123 and Hird 111. The House
Captains and Vice Captains did a great job of
encouraging the younger students to have a
go in at least one race and many went in
more. We’d like to thank all the parents
who came and helped with timekeeping and
encouraging us. It was an awesome day at
Kangaroo Valley Swimming Pool.
Margot Dryden
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The Sports Report
Kangaroo Valley
Golf Club
A good number turned up for the
Stableford competition, on the
morning of Saturday 23rd January,
despite the heavy overcast conditions.
We were all hopeful the clouds would
clear, but unfortunately reasonably
heavy rain started soon after teeing off
and after four holes five had called it a
day and another three went home
after completing nine holes.
Those of us who stayed enjoyed the round,
with the top three having excellent scores
despite the difficult conditions. Steve Atkins
won on a countback with 39 points. Josh
Cooper, a visitor, was second and Allan
Harvey third with 38 points. resulting in
eight calling a halt to their rounds.
It was better weather, although the course
was still very wet, for the Stroke and
January Medal Competition on Saturday
30th January. John Seyffer and Alan Harvey
both finished with net 71 score and John
won on a countback. The rest of the field
were well behind, with Gordon Thomson’s
net 74 placing him third.

Even the roos applauded Michael’s shot
The damp weather continued, making the
playing conditions very difficult on
Saturday 6th February. The ground was
extremely soft through the green with
virtually no run once the ball hit the
ground. Allan Harvey and David Golovsky
handled the conditions best, both scoring
32 points. Allan won on the countback and

Gordon Thomson was third again with 30
points.
There were sufficient visitors at the course
on KV Show Day, Saturday 13th February, to
run the Par comp. Peter Dumbrell had a
good win with a score of -1, Bill Clemens was
second with -3 and Mike Wolstenholme
third with -4. Until next time,
Seventy Plus

John Rose checking his score

Please remember … all submissions for the
April Voice due by March 18th
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The Sports Report
Bowls
The period covered by this report is
from 20 January to 14 February 2016.
Social Bowls.
Despite rather hot conditions, a good
attendance that saw very competitive
matches being played on Wednesday 20th.
Slim Ward and visitor Robo Robinson played
out the full game and on the final two ends
took the game from Marlon Rea and Phil
Chittick by two shots. Bob Dunn and Laurie
Watson bolted out of the gate with five
counters on the first end and, despite David
Lambert and Derek Raymond drawing level
on end 11, the consistency of Bob and Laurie
won the match. Bob Holdaway and Brian
Rutledge took the lead in their game on end
five and held it to defeat Steve Kellett and
Brian Tisdell. Ken Crocker started off having
trouble with the speed of the green and,
following some coaching from his opponents,
hit form that took him and visitor Brian
Watson to victory over Barry Dunn and David
Armstrong.
Wednesday 27th saw some great battles in
the pairs that were played. Bob Holdaway
and Laurie Watson held a lead over Ken
Stephens and Derek Raymond at end seven
but, despite a fight back by Bob and Laurie
over the final four ends, they could not run
Ken and Derek down. Another keenly
contested match saw John Sullivan and Barry
Dunn holding a large lead at end eleven over
Slim Ward and Brian Povey, but from this
point Slim and Brian out-bowled their
opponents and held on for a four shot
victory. Another match saw the two Peters,
Haddon and Webb, take their match from
Bob Dunn and Nick Nicholls with consistent
bowling over the final 11 ends. David Lambert

“Winner Barry Dunn (right) and runner-up Bob Dunn in 2016 Minor Singles at Berry”.
and Terry Hayes left the starting line quickly
and held a sizeable lead by end 11 that,
despite their best efforts, could not be
caught by Marlon Rea and Phil Chittick.
On Saturday 6 February Geoff Lidbetter and
Paul Bezant, despite scoring six counters on
end 19, were overpowered by Ben Watson
and Terry Bezant. David Armstrong, Derek
Raymond and Nick Nicholls took a
commanding early lead, but from end 11
their opposition, Tom Froggatt, Mark Power
and Phil (Jingles) Chittick, hit form, cancelled
out the lead and went on to take the match.
Other games later in the month saw Derek
Raymond and Steve Kellett take their match

from Lindsay McNamara and Jingles Chittick.
Bob Holdaway and Terry Hayes accounted
for Bob Dunn and Nick Nicholls. Slim Ward
and Bob Holdaway tied with Peter Haddon
and Tony Pye at end 14, where Slim and Bob
scored 5 shots but Peter and Tony then shut
them out and took the match by 2 shots.
Championships
The final of the 2016 Major Singles was
played on Wednesday 27th January on a
rather heavy green, which was further
affected by showers during the afternoon.
Continued on page 36
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Festival seeking new Hausmusik venues
Kangaroo Valley Arts Festival has
brought many big names to the valley
over the last ten years and aims to do it
again in 2017.
Belinda Webster, Artistic Director, says “The
festival is delighted to present concerts in
June which showcase some of the most
talented women in Australian music.
Renowned soprano Emma Matthews and
accompanist Bernadette Harvey will play on
Saturday 25th June, and one of Australia’s
most talented and popular composers, Elena
Kats-Chernin, with Tamara-Anna Cislowska
on Sunday 26th June.”
This pair of concerts is the festival’s main
musical event for 2016, and the long
weekend in October will also see an art show
in the Village Hall.
The festival is looking forward to its tenth
anniversary in May 2017. As usual the larger,
biennial festival will be held in the first

weekend of May. The theme for the festival
is yet to be determined. As Nick Minogue,
President, said “2017 will be the 100th
anniversary of the Russian Revolution (and
the arrest of Mata Hari), the 200th of the
publication of Jane Austen’s Northanger
Abbey and countless other events,
significant or otherwise. For us, achieving
ten years of KVAF is itself a milestone well
worth celebrating!”
The festival’s Sculpture in the Valley team is
already working on planning the next show
with new Sculpture Director Colleen Fry.
The festival will be looking to add new
music venues and would like to hear from
any house owners in the valley who would
like to host a Hausmusik concert. The key
requirements are a space, even perhaps an
outdoor space, suitable for a concert with
60 people, and access and parking. “Some
of the Valley’s most charming houses have

been the location of our Hausmusik concerts
over the years, and we would be happy to
add new houses in 2017,” says Nick. “We are
seeking venues which offer our concertgoers
something a little bit special.”
He added, “We would also welcome people
with an interest in the arts or an interest in
involvement in an important community
event to join the Committee and help guide
the festival.”
If you have a possible Hausmusik venue, or
wish to discuss helping the festival please
contact nminogue@bigpond.net.au or
info@artsinthevalley.com.au.
Nick Minogue

Valley residents attended a farewell to Marie Richardson who recently sold the general store after years of
friendly service to the community. She will be missed.
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The Sports Report
Bowls report
continued from page 33
Congratulations are extended to David
Badger, who took the title from the nevergive-up Mark Power. Mark allowed David to
get away to a sizeable lead by end 9, and it
was from this point of the match that Mark
commenced to display his known bowling
skills. But the persistent quality bowling by
David put a stop to Mark's mid-match
revival.
The 2016 Minor Singles Championship
created history for the Berry Club in that the
final was contested by brothers, Barry and
Bob Dunn. Barry reached the final with a win
over a newer bowler, Lindsay McNamara,
who is showing much promise, and then
went on for a hard-fought win over Rob
Folkard, who found Barry in excellent form
and able to build an impressive lead early in
the game that Rob could not cut back. In an
earlier match Rob had accounted for the
veteran of the Club, Slim Ward. Bob Dunn

also encountered David Lambert, who
had earlier accounted for the
experienced bowler Marlon Rea. Bob
Dunn left the gates early and built up a
winning lead that, despite a mid-match
scoring break by David, could not be
overtaken.
The final between Barry Dunn and his
younger brother Bob saw Barry leaving
the gates promptly and had a good lead
by end five, and it was from this point of
the game that Bob made his presence
felt by winning 10 of the next 15 ends
and taking the score to 18 all. It was
apparent that Bob was selecting long
ends to the detriment of Barry, who was
favouring shorter ends. When Barry
obtained possession of the jack and was
able to throw the short ends he made
ground on Bob and was able to get the
score to 28 all at end 33, when Barry
regained the mat, threw a short end and
scored three counters on end 34 to take
the 2016 title.
The Fours Championship was a great

game which demonstrated that random
selected teams can produce a most
competitive result. The match between Peter
Haddon, Marlon Rea, David Badger and
Adam Rigney against Bob Holdaway, Barry
Dunn, John Sullivan and Terry Hayes saw
Adam take an early lead, which they
relinquished on end 11, regained next end
and held on until end 19, when Terry
recorded five counters which made the score
level on 18 each. Adam won end 20, Terry
end 21, which had the match tied again. An
extra end was played and the last bowl of
the match delivered by Adam moved the jack
from Terry's counters to give Adam's team
the match by two shots. A match that was a
credit to all players.
Bookings for Social bowls for Wednesday and
Saturday play should be made by noon on
day of play on telephone 0488 729 229.
Enjoy your bowls,
The Bias One

Letters to the Voice
and photographs of events in your
life are very welcome.
Please send them to
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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Aged Care - Changes
to assessment of
rental income
Leaving the family home to enter
residential care is a tough decision. On
the one hand, you (or your loved ones)
are leaving a place you’ve made your
own over decades. On the other hand,
those moving in to aged care often
experience an immediate boost in
quality of life – fewer responsibilities,
more time for hobbies, a close-knit
community of neighbours, and more.
Making the decision to move in to a
supported living facility involves a number
of different financial decisions. Because all
care facilities in Australia are supported by
the Commonwealth, each resident is
(potentially) eligible for support for the cost
of their accommodation.
This support is means tested, which means
it’s an important consideration when
moving in to care. It could mean the
difference between selling and saying
goodbye to the family home, or simply
renting it out.
Recent changes, ushered in with the 2015
Federal Budget, are set to change the way
the former home is treated under the
means test. It could change the decisions
you make when planning for this important
life change.
The previous situation
Aged care residents can choose to pay their
entry costs in the form of an upfront
payment and have any leftover funds paid
back when they leave the facility. This
upfront payment is known as a refundable
accommodation deposit (RAD) or
contribution (RAC). Alternatively they could
choose to pay these entry costs on a
periodic basis – a bit like room and board.
This is called a daily accommodation
payment (DAP) or contribution (DAC). Or,
they could choose a combination of both.
Up until the end of last year, some aged
care residents had an advantage If they
chose to pay their DAP or DAC using rental
income from their home, that income isn’t
included in the age care means test. This
was a significant advantage, seeing as the
family home is usually the most valuable
asset a person (or couple) owns. According
to research from the Grattan Institute, over
half of all household wealth is in property.
The ABS agrees. Of course, the value of the

property doesn’t correlate directly with
rental income. But it’s a useful way to see
just how little wealth the average older
Aussie holds in the form of other assets that
the government assesses when deciding how
much to chip in to their aged care.
What’s changing?
For residents entering care on or after the 1st
of January this year, the rental income on a
former home will be assessed as income
when calculating the means tested care fee.
It’s worth noting here that the rental income
assessed will be the actual net income, not
the ‘deemed’ income that other types of
assets are assessed by. This means that the
full amount you’d be earning from rent is
taken in to account, not just a token
proportion.
It is also worth mentioning what’s not
changing. For means testing purposes, the
asset value of the former home is still capped
at $157,987. The way the age pension is
assessed will also stay the same. This means
the main change to your calculations and
decisions will come from the rental income
change.
Those who were already in residential care
before the 1st of January will not be affected.
Even if they haven’t got a tenant in place yet,
they’ll be able to keep any future rental
income. However, the entry date cut-off is
specifically for permanent care – if the
resident was only in respite, they’ll be
subject to the new rules. Also, any resident
who temporarily leaves care for more than
28 days will be subject to the new rules when
they come back.
The calculation of the cost of care is
complicated. Whilst DHS calculators can
provide a rough guide, they’re not meant to
form the basis of important decisions, such
as how to deal with the family home. If you
would like to discuss aged care funding
options for yourself or a dependent loved
one, please consult a financial/Aged Care
adviser.
This article is reproduced, with the kind
permission of ipac Australia, as a community
service by the Kangaroo Valley Seniors
Accommodation and Support Committee.
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KV Show … a cause
for celebration ...
Harold Sharman
and
Lorraine Mairinger
cutting the
KV Show 60th
Anniversary cake
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The Village Green Nursery
Pot Plant to Paddock—Natives, Exotics, Fruit and
Ornamental trees, Tubestock, windbreaks and Hedging

Ph/fax 44 651 533 Janet or Darren
for helpful service and advice
“council carpark” Kangaroo Valley, open 7 days

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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Advertise here and attract local customers.
Your information is at their fingertips
throughout the month.
Special Directory rates apply.
See page 45
Kangaroo Valley Security

Regular and casual patrols of
properties and premises
Alarm responses – Security signage
Static guarding
Sales of alarms and associated equipment
Fully licensed security operative servicing the Valley
Ph 44 651 659 Mob: 042 865 1659
Master Licence No: 407376632

P 02 4465 2197
e: info@rosemaryjohnson.com.au
w: www.rosemaryjohnson.com.au

All things gardens

*trenching
*post hole digging
*Driveway repairs
*Tree / hedge planting
*moving mulch, soil, rocks
*retaining walls, rock walls
*turfing
*we do gardens!

0439 456 356

Design
Construction
Maintenance
0439 456 356
www.deliciousgardens.com.au

Visit our website to see more,
or email us
info@deliciousgardens.com.au
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Electrical services and renewable
energy systems for your
home or business
Lic No: 46822C CEC Accredited: A3257263

P: 44 651 540
E:info@kangaroovalleysolar.com.au
www.kangaroovalleysolar.com.au

Mike and Cathy Gorman
MTA Member
Motor Mechanic Lic #: 106089

John Wright
0411 619 179

Your Local Mechanic

All mechanical
repairs

Jenanter Drive,
Kangaroo Valley

Vehicle & Machinery Removal

Licensed Stonemason and bricklayer
Garry J Matthews Licence number R90957
2 Rectory Park Way, Kangaroo Valley

Dry Stone Walls and all types of brickwork
Stone and brick paving
Stone and block retaining walls
40 years experience 30 years working in Kangaroo Valley

0410 315 954

Call Warren 0438 418 198

4465 1030

ROB PACKER
POND & DAM CARE





Algae & weed control
Pumps & filtration
Maintenance & repairs
Fish & plants

0409 550 741
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Painting and decorating

The Valley’s finest

Brian
Lic No 279971C
Mobile 0435473931

Paul Obern Arborist Services
Qualified Tree Surgeon with 15 years Experience
Tree Reductions, Section Felling, Felling, Dead
Wooding, Thinning, Mulching, Fire Reduction
Clearing, Dangerous Tree Removal – All Sizes
Call Paul Tel 44651391
or Mobile No 0403610236
Competitive Prices Kangaroo Valley Area

MR MIKE SPARKLE BRIGHT

Professional Window Cleaner
Both Residential and Commercial work undertaken.
All Types of windows cleaned including
Fly Screens, Window and Door Frames Tracks and Runners.
Very Reliable. Free quotes
ABN 50534685256

Ring Mike on
0406467026 or 0244466684

Christopher Cook—Dental Prosthetist
“Pineview Cottage” 160 Old South Road,
Bowral 2576
(02) 4862 1046
QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
CARING, PERSONAL SERVICE
NO REFERRAL NEEDED - FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION

Horse Riding Arenas/Complexes
- Rubber Tracked Bobcat
Earthmoving
- 12T Excavator
Roads & Top Dressings
- All Fab Steel & Timber Fencing
Complete Farm Setups
- Truck Haulage & Transport
All Types of Road Bases/Soils
- Precision Dual Grade
supplied and delivered
Laser Grading System
Contact Tim: 0412 528 289
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HAIRDRESSER

Advertise your business
here at super rates and
reach a wide local
audience.
Ask anyone … The Voice
stays around on many
kitchen tables for a whole
month, easy reference for
all those local numbers and
businesses
(See rate table at right)
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SCHOOLS and CHURCHES
Preschool
Jacinta Powell
4465 1327
P and C
Vicki Barger
Public School Andrew Smee
Scots College Mike Pitman
4465 1089
Anglican Church
Andrew Patterson 4465 1585
Sunday School
Jeanette Dumbrell 4465 2708
Catholic Church Parish Office
4423 1712
CHARITIES and SERVICE GROUPS
CMR Institute
Joan Bray
4465 1851
Lions Club
Jason Horton
4465 2222
V.I.E.W. Club Jenelle Brangwin 4465 1955
Amnesty Int. Libby Turnock
4465 1357
Environment
Rosemary Johnson 4465 2197
Wildlife Rescue South Coast 0418 427 214
Wires
4862 1788
AGES and STAGES
Cubs/Scouting
Nicholas Carlile
4446 0591
Cuppa and kids
Cecily Paterson
4465 1585

Group Secretaries please check and update details

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

EMERGENCIES
Police
13 1444 or 4421 9699
Ambulance
000
Poisons
13 1126
Integral Energy
13 1003
Lifeline
13 1114
Fire
000
Storm and flood SES 132500
SPORTS and EXERCISE
Bushwalking Fran Pritchard 4465 1599
Cricket Club Hugh Sinclair
0435 001 294
Fishing Club Vinnie Winch 4465 1448
Frisbee
Mark McLennan 0439 456 356
Golf Club
John Rose
4464 2384
Hockey Club Sharon Gomez 4465 1580
Pilates
Melinda Mangold
0404 483 680
Pony Club
Victoria Salkeld 4465 2520
Rowing Club Gerry Garrett 4465 1419
Tennis Club Bruce Rodway 4465 1756
Yoga
Vasudha Rao 4465 1093
Iyengar Yoga Rose Andrews 4465 1364
OTHER ORGANISATIONS
Alcoholics Anonymous
Rick
4465 1113
Brogers Creek Landcare
Andrew Fitzsimmons
4465 1482

Coming up ...

Monthly events
Mon (2nd)
Mon (3rd)

Tues (4th)
Tues (2nd)
Tues (2nd)
Tues (2nd)
Tues (2nd)
Thurs (2nd)
Fri (2nd)
Sat (last)
Sun (2nd)
Sun (last)
Sun (varies)

KV Rural Fire Service meeting – 7.30 pm – Fire Shed
Neil Breeze
Home 4465 1005
Mobile 0458 453 546
Environment Group – 6 pm – The Gallery Peter Stanton
4465 1688
A and H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall
Suzanne Greer
0414084606
Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare Working bee.
Contact
Tess Heighes
4422 7147
for confirmation and location of meeting place.
Lions Club.
Jason Horton
4465 2222
Pre School Meeting
Trivia at The Friendly Inn 7-30 pm Proceeds to Alzheimer's Australia
4465 2001
KV Historical Society 10-30 am to noon Garth Chittick
4465 1367
KV Pioneer Settlement Trust meeting 9 am to 10.30 am
Elaine Apperley
4465 2026
P. and C. Meeting – KV School
View Club General Meeting and Luncheon – 12 pm
– locations as advised
Brogers Creek Landcare
Andrew or Liz
Kangaroo Valley Farmers Markets
Fishing Club Competition day
Harold Sharman
KV Pony Club (in Osborne Park) contact Victoria Salkeld

OTHER ORGANISATIONS
Budgong Community Group
Alex Cooke
0418 440526
Historical Society
Garth Chittick 4465 1367
FYRE
Karen Harrison 4465 1699
KV Arts Festival
Nick Minogue 0414 732 514
K.V.C.A.
Barbara Woodney
4465 1117
KV Garden Group
Lee Sharam
4465 1756
K. V. Sustainable Land Management Group
Jan Johnson
4465 1593
KVRFS Captain Neil Breeze 0458 453 546
4465 1005
K. V. Show Suzanne Greer 0414 084 606
Osborne Park Hall
Jacqui. Lenz
4465 1272
Pioneer Museum
Tony Barnett
4465 1800
Rock-Wallaby Melinda Norton 4887 8256
Seniors Support
Tony Barnett
4465 1800
Tourist Assn Brenda Sambrook
0407 466 890
Upper River Progress Assn
David Loneragan 4465 1364

Weekly events

Arts in the Valley Concert weekend June 25 and 26
Arts in the Valley Art exhibition
October 1-3

Mon (1st)
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4465 1482
4465 1140
4465 2520

Bi-weekly events
Wednesdays: Guided meditation 6-15 pm to 7-45pm
(daytime twice monthly and nights once monthly)
Patsy Robb 44 651 626 Mobile 0432 522 030
Thursday:
(1st and 3rd) Men’s Group - 7.30 pm - Bob Dunn 4465 1056

Mon – Fri Bus Service to Nowra and Highlands
4423 5990
Mon –Tues-Thurs Mass St. Joseph’s 9 am
Mon 1-3 pm Women's Bible Study
Anglican Hall
44651585
Tues 10-12 and 6-8 Iyenga Yoga
44 651 364
Tues Cuppa and kids
Sunday School Hall from 9-30 am
Tues Yoga at KV Hall 9.30-10.45am and
6-7.15pm call Vasudha
4465 1093
Wed KVRFS Training at Shed 6pm and meetings
1st Monday of each month at 7:30 p.m.
Wed Mass St Joseph’s 7 am
(NB No Mass on Fridays)
Wed Pioneer Museum Park Conservation
Group from 9am finishing about 4pm
Ph: Werner Bayer
4465-1058
Wed Kangaroo Valley Poker Group
The Friendly Inn 7pm
Wed 6-8 pm Iyenga yoga contact
44 65 1364
Wed Drama Classes for teenagers at The KV Hall
Wednesdays 5pm-6.30pm.
Contact Jillian O'Dowd
0468 309 530
Thurs Yoga at KV Hall 1.30 - 2.45pm
call Vasudha
4465 1093
Thurs 1-3 pm Women's Care and share Anglican Hall
44 651 585
Thurs children’s drama classes 3.30pm - 4.30pm.
Thurs Friendly Inn Garden from 9am (10am winter)
0409 661 534
Sat
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 9 am
Sun
Anglican Church
4465 1585
8.30am Traditional service
10 am Contemporary service and
Sunday School
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am
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